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Dear Harvest Partner,
We are entering an ecliptic moment. As I write this we are in a full moon eclipse. It is the longest blood moon
eclipse of the 21st century lasting over 101 minutes. There will not be another one like this for 100 years. In
recent letters I wrote about resource wars and currency wars, also trade wars. Note, just lately Russia sold 100
billion in treasuries as well as China advocating a gold backed currency. And now a quote from Brother Neal
Frisby’s library.
Unexpected changes in the way society’s life patterns, people’s lives have been and will totally change and are
manipulated. – Already they believe evil is good and good is evil. Thank the Lord for revealing the truth to His
children! – They’re going to create technology that works like magic and illusions like the real thing. Also the
Lord somewhere in there, the power of the heavens will be shaken by some event or by His own hand.
THE MORE SCIENCE INVENTS coping with diseases the more disease and viruses will come. They’re
working on new things for space. Also man will try to control the weather patterns, lightning and the very
elements. All of this will backfire at a later point. Also the decade from 2009 it will set up a whole new cycle
and quadruple, hurling the world into a total different society. The Bible, Scripts and the celestial are
confirming these awesome wonders of God that are right ahead. We surely are entering the midnight hour! This
is the time to stand upon your tower and watch. Although it may tarry it will come! It will be like a rushing
flood, astonishing and even to some unbelievable things that will occur of what people will do.
DANIEL 12:4 – reveals a prediction which is occurring in conjunction with the return of Christ! Many would
be in a hurry to get here and there (jet and automotive age)! – “Knowledge shall be increased! The prophetic
significance, the angel foretold the great increase in human knowledge! The invention of the atomic power!”
There has been a tremendous expansion in human knowledge. We could discuss hundreds of things, but let us
take the prediction of the computer. – Computers are becoming nearly human-like! Possibly upon entering the
Great Tribulation strange demon spirits may enter them and talk to man giving him information that he has never
heard before! – As it is, some computers can perform a million calculations a second (now billions). As the age
ends the computer information will fall in the hands of a dictator! The potential danger of the computer and its
misuse exceeds our ability to imagine! – No wonder in Ezek. 28: 3 reveals “the false king as wiser than Daniel!” –
He evidently had an electronic computer at his disposal with all secret information in it!
In Rev. 13:13-17 – We see the possibility of this strange machine again in association with a speaking image! –
The fire mentioned takes in electricity, plus atomic fire, along with various other wonders! Verse 16 reveals they
are able to regiment the whole earth with this electronic invention! Many have heard of George Orwell. He
wrote a book in which he said the world would advance into a police state, whose citizens could not make a move
without all being revealed! The writing seemed science fiction at the time. He gave the date that this could occur
by 1984, but suddenly the computer has come into view and we are already seeing some of this happening and
evidently will increase a hundred fold.
Now that we’ve read this we see all of my Scripts and plus the Bible telling us of the awesome cataclysms
without going into detail over the earth. And knowledge shall increase! A tremendous amount of surprises and
unexpected events will suddenly shock the nation. But in a snapshot the next catastrophic weather beyond
anything and economics will occur including every facet of society. The anti-Christ by using the god of
electronics in combination with other magnetic inventions will control the population! In fact the machines
that men invent will finally control them in a society of illusion! – We see the Electronic Horseman will ride,
Rev. 6:8, “Death and hell followed with him!” End quote.
This month I am releasing a book called “Atomic Holocaust” as well as a DVD, “Whosoever Will.” – There
is no better time than now to support this wonderful message! Your precious support has brought great results.
We now have a fully functional French website for Brother Frisby’s work, N ea lFr is by .f r
May the Lord’s wonderful wisdom and blessings be with you. I will be praying for you.
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